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PMA’s Organizational Safety Institute Presents… 
Leading Safety:  Principles and Practices Series 

 
 

This series is designed for any organizational leader with safety 
responsibilities or with a vision for greater organizational impact from 
the efforts being made in this area. Like many organizational 
functions, over time, tasks can overtake purpose and there can be a 
diminishing impact on our results as leaders.  So this series is 
designed to examine both the practices of safety leaders and the 
principles that are guiding many organizations today in this vital 
area. 
 
After beginning the series with a learning event for those who 
describe themselves as newer to safety, we will address 
compliance, management practices and organizational safety 
leadership principles to provide a well-rounded view of the 
disciplines of top safety leaders today. As a result, you will have the 
opportunity to reevaluate your organizational approach to safety and 
identify new opportunities to lead an organizational safety effort. 
 

 
Interactive Sessions in this Series Include 
 

New to Safety: A Road Map for Developing as an Effective Organizational Safety Leader 
April 13, 2017 - 10:30AM – 11:30AM (EST) 
 
 
The Top Ten OSHA Violations in 2016 & Organizational Compliance Strategies 
April 25, 2017 - 10:30AM – 11:30AM (EST) 
 
 
New from OSHA: Recommended Practices for Safety and Health Programs 
May 10, 2017 – 2:00 – 3:00 PM (EST) 
 
 
Organizational Safety Leadership: Moving Beyond Safety Programs 
May 24, 2017 – 2:00 – 3:00 PM (EST) 
 

 
At the conclusion of this series, you will have a clear understanding of the role of safety leaders and the 
methods that can be taken to develop a well-led, organizational approach to safety and health in today’s 
workplaces. 
 
 
 

http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1398255/A1C63439C24A886B68FD467B5F278F30
http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1398257/48D13F3A6F552B0E6ECC27B587A24E3C
http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1398267/CC8E728297372408A42A5B506C4885A2
http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1398271/5A38A234D7BE07FFE84C8A781A4486FC
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PMA Extras 
 
Expect an open Q & A and a great resource exchange as part of this series.  PMA session leaders are 
also available for post-session discussions on matters of importance to you. 
 
Big Picture Questions Answered 
 
Some overarching questions that will be answered in this series include: 

 What does it mean to “lead safety”? 
 Who leads safety? 
 How does an individual (or an organization) lead safety? 
 Where do I find great resources to help me lead? 
 What are organizations doing that are experiencing success in this area? 

 
Registration for These Events is Simple 
 
Select the link embedded in each session title or visit http://websource.pmagroup.com to register. For 
additional information or questions, contact Ken Nogan at: Ken_Nogan@pmagroup.com or  
412-841-1541. 
 
Forwarding this schedule to others can also enable them to attend an event. 
 
 

 

 
 

 


